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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS012-POST DIPLOMA FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
FSS012-01   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Total machine safety can be classified as ?
2) In __________ guard enclosure or gate guard with electrical or mechanical interlock.
3) __________ is a heat production the amount of heat produced in the body by way of metabolism which

varies depending upon the level of activity.
4) Which permit is required for critical lifts? -------------
5) Which of the following statements is not correct? ------------
6) ________ is one of the important aspects of safety in factory, office, as well as house
7) TLV stands for_________
8) ____________ is the term used to describe the general character of places weather during the course of a

year.
9) The flash point of Petrol is __________
10) In NFPA diamond HMIS LABELLING SYSTEM, the numerical value 2 denotes_______?
11) ____________ is a rapid, self - sustaining oxidation accompanied by heat and light in varying
12) The main element of safety management is ___________.
13) ________ techniques can be effectively employed to treat the casualties.
14) _____ is a good conductor of electricity.
15) _____________ is used to prevent radiation enter into the body.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define irestorm?
2) What are the two alternatives of the risk manager?
3) What are the toxic chemicals?
4) List out some of the psychological sign of stress?
5) Define Recycling?
6) What is a Secondary pollution?
7) What are the various domestic noise producing sources?
8) Which air pollutants have major on climate?
9) How much of water on earth is flits for human consumption?
10) How do we know I have asbestos containing material?
11) What is atom?
12) How the materials are handled in Industries and other places?
13) Define Heat and temperature?
14) What is job safety analysis?
15) When green colour tag is on scaffolding , it represents what?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the advantages of Good Housekeeping?
2) what are the basic consideration of good lighting?
3) Give a short note on Home safety & explain its benefits?
4) How can we control the hazards?
5) Explain the various hazards of combustion?
6) What are the safety precautions to be taken in order to protect the operator and to avoid accident?
7) Explain - electrical heat energy?
8) Write short note on Single acting force pump?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the classification of ventilation system?
2) Explain the principles of illumination?
3) Explain - any four of the Worldwide Environmental Issues?
4) What is Pollution? And types of pollution? With example?
5) What are the safety measures in using of L.P.G in home?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS012-POST DIPLOMA FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
FSS012-02   FIRE HYDRAULICS AND FIRE LOSS CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Condution occur in ___________
2) Fire Fighters are transported to the place of fire through which Vehicle ____________
3) Which of the following have been provided for the workmen to work in hot atmosphere? ---------
4) Which PPE should be worn by the worker while performing "Grinding"? ___________
5) The purpose of ventilation is to ________ the work area according to the requirement
6) Employment of women in factory are permitted only ___________
7) ____________ should be surveyed at each farm.
8) The range of combustible vapor or gas - air mixtures between the upper and lower flammable limits is

known as the ____________________
9) When an alternating current is passed through a wire and induces a current in another wire parallel to

it, a form of heat is called ___________
10) Aircraft thrust is generated based on principle of ................
11) The combustion is initiated in a gas turbine engine by .................
12) The combination of rotors and stators is found in .................
13) Which of the following forces are called axial forces?
14) Resistance offered by a body against external distorting force is called ...............
15) LP and HP compressors are coupled _____________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What is emergency lighting?
2) Define Inline Inductors?
3) Mention the function of respiratory cycle?
4) Name some of knots using fire fighting flame?
5) What is fire point?
6) List out the drencher types?
7) What are the two types of rising main?
8) Explain Aragonite?
9) What is linear beam detector?
10) What is ultra violet detector?
11) What is T - Square?
12) What is alarm valve?
13) What is automatic fire signal?
14) Define Cut off sprinkler?
15) What are the aircraft types of fuel?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Outline the main requirements for an escape route?
2) mention some of the common five hazards?
3) Explain the classification of the fire?
4) What are the component parts of hydrants?
5) Explain Dry Riseer System?
6) Give a short note on Wet Riser System?
7) Give a short note on Triaging and Tagging?
8) Explain the procedures for handling and dispensing fuel?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Make a list of hazards in home, school, or a local farm shop which could show a potential for fire &
explain how to eliminate them?

2) what are the causes of bus and coach engine fires?
3) Explain  the layout and means of escape in fire safety?
4) Explain the types of hydrants?
5) Draw and explain the types of safety sign and markings in airport?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION
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FSS012-03   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) No smoking, naked lights or sources ignition shall be allowed with in are in vicinity of the cylinder
store not less than ______ meter.

2) In NFPA diamond HMIS LABELLING SYSTEM, the numerical value 2 denotes_______?
3) most compressed gas cylinders are approximately _______ inch in thickness, Weight   ____ lbs are more

and are under some _____ Psi of pressure.
4) Testing with air or other gases under pressure can be hazardous due to the _________
5) The acceptable height for Toe board is usually between ______  inches and _____ inches.
6) current above _______ m A to be lethal.
7) The guardrail system are to be capable of with stand Force of at lest ________ Lbs.
8) ......................... is with one cubic yard or larges loading skips must be equipped with a

mechanized device to clear the skip of materials.
9) The Task of lifting a slab vertically from one location to another location is known as __________
10) Compressed gas cylinders should be kept in .................................... position.
11) The minimum load is limit is to be estimated by _________
12) Which are the following is not a lifting gear------------------
13) True/False a)Shackles will be used in such a manure, that the rope can run over the screw pin. b)Bolt

can be used to replaced missing pins in shackles c)a fale  b.True b. A-true  B-false, c. A & B  True d)A & B false.
14) Which of the following factors causes for Back injuries?
15) Which part of the body has very low resistance?
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the accessories used for manual handling?
2) How the materials are handled in Industries and other places?
3) what are the types of fuses?
4) What are connectors and why is it important for a worker to inspect them before each use?
5) When putting on your fall protection full body harness, where should the dorsal "D-Ring" be located?
6) When putting on your fall protection full-body harness, where should the "Chest Strap" be located?
7) How much weight are guardrails required to withstand?
8) Does scaffolding need to be equipped with guardrails, midrais and too boards?
9) What is the definition of "Low voltage"?
10) List some of the ways can be protected while working in a trench/ excavation?
11) Why is it a good/ safe work practice to keep soil piles at least 2  feet away from excavation / trenches?
12) How to determine the safe working load?
13) What is breathing apparatus?
14) Mention the tyoes of static electricity?
15) What are the methods of elimination of generated static charges?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the steps involved in manual handling?
2) Write short note on Fork Lift Safety?
3) Explain the two shock protection method?
4) what are the types of scaffold?
5) Explain team lifting and carrying?
6) What are the safety precautions to be taken in order to protect the operator and to avoid accident?
7) Explain - electrical safety?
8) Explain the human safety in use of electricity?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) what are the penalties and policies in safety requirement & inspections?
2) why scaffolding equipment should be properly installed & operated?
3) Define Excavation and it safety measures for excavation?
4) Write notes on the requirements other than the general requirement to ensure fire safety in the case of

residential and storage buildings?
5) What are the safety measure for conveyor belt system?
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TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) ________is a chemical reaction that releases energy as heat and usually light
2) Fire prevention and extinguishment are dependent on the control of ________
3) __________ have negative charge
4) Mechanical energy may be converted to heat energy due to ___________
5) The temperature may measured by an instrument known as ___________
6) The heat required to raise the temperature of a body by 1'c is known as ____________
7) Co2 is ____________ heavier than air.
8) Atom can be split by ___________
9) The weight of fire suit is _________
10) __________ ropes are difficult to handle.
11) Resource lists comprise of a) Equipment   b) Supplies   c) Services   d) All these
12) Fall protection shall be used at unprotected elevation meters and above      a) 6ft    b) 1.8 meters

c) 3.3 meters    d) a & b
13) Clean up _____________ to reduce the risk of sparks igniting the cloths.
14) __________________ helps to prevent fires.
15) ______________________ is one of the most destructive natural hazards.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define Acryonms of fire?
2) List foru signs of possible backdraft?
3) What are the three categories of pumps?
4) What are the materials are used in single or combined form to make ropes?
5) What is elements?
6) Explain Wrenchers
7) Define PASS?
8) What are the types of fire detectors are designed?
9) What are the types of engineering drawings?
10) What is booster pumps?
11) Define warning?
12) Explain how the shape and orientation of buildings could reduce the damages due to cyclones.
13) What is FM 200?
14) Name the two types of hydrant.
15) What is emergency lighting?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the heat energy sources?
2) Explain CABA and its body parts?
3) Briefly about the causes of deteriotion of ropes?
4) What is smoke control?
5) Briefly explain about the field foam installation?
6) Describe the necessity of Risk identification and Assessment Surveys while planning a project.
7) Why residential quarters are not constructed nearer to Atomic Power Plants?
8) What is branches and nozzles? How it is classified?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain about breeching and it types of breeching?
2) List the actions for which fire wardens are responsible when the evacuation takes place?
3) what are the steps followed for fire in public places?
4) Explain Management of Natural Disaster.
5) What is water fire extinguisher draw and mark its parts.?


